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          Hello PDFTron!

I’m having this issue when use Erase Tool

It happens when I spend a long time and erase a lot of strokes without releasing the cursor
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Also I can reproduce it on your demo

here link of the video

  

      drive.google.com
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demo-eraaser.mp4 (video)


Google Drive file.


  

  
    
    
  


  



        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Signature Tools get unselect as soon as the cursor hover over a selectable text
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Code samples to create / generate PDFs using JavaScript
	Code samples to edit PDFs using JavaScript
	Code samples for searching PDF text or images using JavaScript
	Graphics state using JavaScript  - About graphics state

APIs:	Tools. EraserTool - switchOut(newTool)
	Tools. StampCreateTool - switchOut(newTool)
	Tools. EllipseMeasurementCreateTool - switchIn(oldTool)

Forums:	Worker.js is not loaded
	Error on document.getFileData
	Custom Stamp annotation never shown until the page is rotated
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          Hey Omar,

Thanks for providing the video.

I was able to reproduce it some of the time on our current demo.

I’m wondering if you try to reproduce the issue in our nightly WebViewer 8.0 experimental builds:
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PDFTron


  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop



  

  
    
    
  


  



Thanks,

Anthony
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          Do you have any RC or alpha version for this?
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          Unfortunately at the moment, we do not.

But I can bring up your suggestion to the team.

Thanks,

Anthony
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          ok, thank you very much, it would be helpful to have an estimate of when it could be resolved or at least to be able to try an Alpha or RC version, to be able to comment it to our POs
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          For now, can you please try downloading the expiermental 8.0 build and double check on your end if the issue can be reproduced as I’m having trouble reproducing it.

THanks,

Anthony
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          Do you have a tutorial for using the nightly version?

I tried to replace all the folder and didn’t work
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          	extract all the files for the WebViewer 8.0 experimental nightly  to a folder of your choice
	go to that folder and run npm install.
	it should give you a localhost URL to go to
	go to the localhost URL and try to reproduce the issue from there


Anthony

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    How to upgrade from WebViewer 6.x to 8.x?
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          I was able to test it already, I can’t seem to reproduce the error anymore. Is there an estimate for version 8 to come out?
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          We aim to release 8.0 some time this month in the best case scenario.

In the worst case scenario, it will be released in July 2021.
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          Do you have any update about this?
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          We still have 1 more blocker for the release. We are still planning to release it somewhere in July 2021.

Anthony
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